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NECKLACE WITH PENDANT 45 CM
STERLING SILVER 925 ROSE GOLD 750
Serie: silver Serie: 45 cm Serie: Offspring
Serie: Silber
Order number: 5713275052586
Hersteller: Georg Jensen

€400.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Necklace with pendant 45 cm sterling silver 925
rose gold 750"

-Materials: Sterling Silver, 18 kt. rose gold
-Measurements: H: 21.8 mm W: 17 mm 45 cm anchor chain
-The length of the chain can be shortened by using the loops
-Launch year: 2018

Two irregular organic shapes in silver and gold are interlocked in a form that symbolises the unbreakable bond between mother and
daughter, lovers, friends or siblings. The Offspring necklace has a strong emotional resonance that adds an extra layer of meaning to
the simple minimal beauty of its design.

Created for Georg Jensen by Jacqueline Rabun, the Offspring collection is both a masterclass in Scandinavian style but also a shining
example of the way that jewellery can take its place in our hearts and lives too.

The outer ring of the pendant is made from sterling silver whilst the smaller ring from 18 carat rose gold giving the two pieces their
distinct but similar personalities. The rings hang from a fine silver chain that can be adjusted in length.

Related links to "Necklace with pendant 45 cm sterling silver 925
rose gold 750"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Georg Jensen

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=5713275052586
https://www.franzen.de/en/georg-jensen/

